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Abs七rac七

The central-fi,31d models and the theoretical analyses for

some atomic processes in hot, dense plasmas are reviewed.

℡わe qualitative trends of 七he density- and temperature-

dependent properties of plasma particles, wh土cb Could be

used for diagnostics of the plasma( are described･



§i. INTRODUCTION

●
●

flot, dense plasmas have vigorously been stud:Led in

various fields in physics such as plasma. physics,

as七rophys土cs. a七om土c physics and solid state pbys土cs. in

particular in connection with the inertia confinement fusion

(エCF) study.

=n the =CF research, description of the plasma u.nder

extreme conditions such as high temperature (Te> LOG K) and

high density (Nee>102ヰ/cm3 ) in terms of the microscobic

atomic processes is required when modelling the plasma.

Since the =CF plasma is usually produced in a very

short-time scale (=10" see) ,
it is neither homogeneous nor

steady. This means that the motion of nonthermal electrons

and ions accompanyln9 mutual coll土s土on or ind土rec七
●

interaction through the emission and absorption of photons

determines the density and temperature in each position and

time. This situation is very different from low density

plasmas observed in solar corona or the Tokomak, where the

effect of the surrounding plasma on a test atom can be

considered to be a small perturbation. These low density

plasmas, where collision processes are dominant, have been

studied by use of七he peご七urba七土on七heory for七be atomic
･

processes in the plasma.

Hodi.亡ication of the models based on the thermal

equilibrium such as corona equilibrium or the local thermal

eqilibriun(I･TE) may be required in the study of an unsteady

plasma such as the =CF one. B4oreover, one has to introduce

七be molecular oご SOl土d-s七a七e effec七s 土n七○ 七he model土n

describing the atomic properties of ions in dense plasmasI

since the average internuclear distance in these plasmas
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becomes much smal.1er 七han tha七 土n the normal solid sta七e‡

The radii of most atomic orbitals are larger than the

in七ernuclear distance.

A large number of papers on hot, dense plasmas so far

been published concern with a variety of subjects such as

radiation or particle transport processer" plasma

spectroscopy, equation of states, atomic processes, etc..

One component plasma has extensively been studied as an

ideal system (=chimaru 1977).

Even if one confines the subjects
t:o problems in

diagnosing hot, dense plasmas through the analysis of the

line broadening and line shift in X-ray spectra observed,

there are two main themes related to atomic physics. one is

the structure of ions in a plasma as a source of light and

the oth'er is the atomic processes related to energy

transport and opacity. Various models with the assumption of

the thermal equilibrium fi.. the plasmas have been proposed.

組ost of them are the central-field atomic model which

yields the single-electron energies Of ions in a plasma.
●

This note presents a brief survey on the atomic models

and the qualitative trends of the density- and

temperature-dependent properties of ions in a hot, dense

plasma. Recently some review papers on atomic physics in hot.

dense plasma have been published (More, 1981. Weisheit 1981,

Gupta and Rajagopa1, 1982,I papers in JQSRT 27, 1982) ･

Details of the studies on dense plasmas including the

subject on energy transport and opacity can be found in

these articles.
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§2. CENTRAIrF=ELD MODELS FOR ATOMS =HMERSED =N A PI.AS朗A

t

A test charge immersed in a plasma receives various

types of the perturbations from surrounding plasma

particles. One of significant perturbations is the screening
●

of the nuclear charge by free electrons as a result of the

plasma polari2;ation effect, i.e. departure from the uniform

distribution of electrons and ions near the test charge.

Ano七ber is the fluctuation of 七he m土crof土eld around 七be 七est

charge due to the instantaneous motion of ions and

electrons and their collective motion called as the plasma

oscillation. =n addition to these effects, the perturbation

due to electron impae七is also an 土mpor七an七fac七or to

characterize the level population or life time of excited

states of the ion especially for low-density plasmas.

As the density of a plasma increases, the screening of

●

the nuclear charge by free electrons becomes significant. On

the other hand, this effect of the screening decreases when

the temperature becomes high, since the ion can move freely

over the potential barrier due to the surrounding plasma

media.エn order to specify such plasma cond土七ion instead of

two parameters of the density and temperature, one often

uses a dimensionless plasma parameter r which is the rats:o

of the average Coulomb energy for ions to the temperature of

the plasma′ def土ned as

(1)

*

where Z. and A. are the avearge charge and ion-sphere radius
l 1

of ionsr respectively･ The ion-sphere radius is glVen by
●
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Ri-偲与,
(2)

where Ne is the electron density･

The *ructure of a test atom immersed in a plasma has

extensively been investigated by using the central-field

models w土七h appropriate electros七at土c po七en七ials for the

atom. The electrostatic potential V is obtained as a

solu七土on of 七he poisson equation wr土モモen as

V2v I

-47reP (3)

if the average charge distribution both the positive and

nega.tive charges around the atom with an appropriate model

●

is given. Since the average charge distribution p in

Eq. (3) heavily depends on 七he plasma cond土七土on. there

certainly exists a critical cbnd土七土on a七wh土cb a particular

model breaks down. =n the following, various central-field

models used in dignosing a plasma are described briefly.

2-a) Debye-･H誌ckel Model

This model sta)_･ts with the non-uniform statiぎtical

distribution of the charged particles around a test charge

Ze. Using Bolt2:mann-s law, the number of a-th particle

having the charge Zae as a function of r is written as

･a(r, - Naoexp [駕v(r,〕 (4,

where Nao is the uniform value and V(r) is the

electrostatic potential. The DH average charge distribution

PDH(r) can be obtained as
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PDH(r)ごe篭ZaNa(r)
=

e宅ZaNaoexp

The condition that a plasma be netltra1 leads to the

following relation,

宅ZaNa-0

(5)

(6)

The exponetial part in Eq. (5) can be expanded to the

first-order of V under the condition that kT>>Ivl ,
i･e･r<<1･

By inserting this linearized PDH(r) with respect to V into

Eq･ (3), the DH potential VDH(r) is obtained in the

familiar form′

ze2
一意VDH(r)=

-

e

r

I

where D, the Debye length, is given by

D=

【4qe2(宅Z孟Nao)/kT】''2

The DH potential could be a good approximation for low

density and high telnPerature Plasmas because of the

ヽ

1inearlized PDH(r) ･

l

(7)

(8)

2-b) Ion-Sphere (=S) Model

=n a strongly compressed plasma, the density of the

free electrons around the ion is very high. The ion-sphere

(=s) model is
constrhcted from the assumption that electrons

are uniformly distributed in the ion sphere, so that p=s (r)

is wr土七ten as
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z/(号Rl',,wi1en r≦Ri.

0
, when r>Ri

p岱(I)
I

where Ri is the ion sphere radius･ The =S potential is

obtained by use of the Poisson equation in the following

form′

(9)

when r≦Ri ,

(10)

=t is noted t･hat Ri depends only on the density of the

plasma. However. as nucle土are assumed to be f土Ⅹed in this

model, it can be expected that this model yields good

results for low temperature and high density plasmas.

2-c) Thomas-Fermi (TF) Model

This model is one of the ion-sphere models which are

suitable for dense plasmas. The TF theory at zero

temperature has well been known to be useful in the study of

highly compressed matter, since the atomic electrons can be

confined within an atomic sphere by introducing the cut off

condition for the electron distribution, where the charge

at the boundary remains non-zero. The zero-temperature TF

theory has been extended to the finite temperature TF theory

by some authors (Feynman e七. al. 1949 and Cowan e七. al.

1957). =f one replaces the atomic electrons in a sphere by

the finite-temperature semi-classical gas, the TF
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distribution p TF(r)
is written as

PTF(r)
=

賢L
p2 dP

exp[(;2m-ev(r)-p)/kT]
･1

'

where the chemical potentia1リis determined by the

requirement that the cell be neutral:

TF(r)d3r
≡ z

(ll)

(12)

By solving Eq. (ll) and Eq. (3) self-consistently, the

VTF(r) is obtained numerically･ The TF theory has widely

been applied 七o 七he dense plasmas with various

modifications.

2-d) Average Atom (AA) Model

The average atom model (Chandrasecker 1939) is

essetially based upon the assumption that atomic electrons

are distributed in the single-electron levels according to

the Fermi statistics. This assumption leads to the

●

non-integer occupation number for the n見 state glVen by

NnR =

2(2史+I)

expt(&n文一P)/kT)十1
(13)

where cn且is the orbital･ energy･ The single-electron levels

for an atom can be obtained as solutions of the Schr'6dinger

equation with an appropriate screened po七en七土al. ℡わe average

atom model has been used for plasma modelling because of

its simple and unified treatment of the structure for

various ioni2:ation stages of an ion immersed in a plasma.
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However,this model canno七be used 七o 土den七ify 七he lines

from atoms in different ionization stages or to calculate

the ratio of intensities for lines because this model leads

to a f土c七土ous atom wb土ch consists of 七he average Of all the

possible ioni2:ation stages of the real atomt

2-a-i) Self-Consistent-Field-Average-Atom (SCFA且) Model

Rozsnyai (1972) has proposed a self-consistent-

field-average-atom (SCFAA) model, where all electrons are

assumed to be confined within a sphere having the radius Ri･

The relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater (REFS) method is used

to determine the single-electron levels for the bound

electrons･ The density of the bound electrons pb is

calculated with the RHFS orbitals and the Fermi distributioヮ

function･ On the other hand, density ot- free electrons pf

is determined by use of the relativistic expression of the

finite temperature TF theory. The total potential including

the exchange and the correlation potentials is calculated

using pb and pf･ This total potential written as

Ze

V(r) =一十Vb(r)
+ Vf(r) + Vex(ど)+ Vcorr(r)

r

(14)

is used in the RHFS equation. The calculation terminates

when the self-consisten七po七en七ial is obtained. ℡bis model

has been used to calculate various physical quantities of

ions in a ho七′ dense plasma such as 七he line shif七and the

photoabsorption cross section by Ro2:SrlYai.

2-a-2) Screened Hydrogenic =oni2:ation (sH=) Model

Application of the semi-clasical WEB theory to
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hydrogenic systems yields analytic expressions for the

energy and expectation values for the coordinate or momentum

operators. These expressions except for the energy are

di宕ferent from 七hose obtained witb 七be quantum mechanics.

The screened hydrogenic ionization (SH=) model (More 19811

is a.n extension of the V･1KB results for hydrogenic systems to

many-electron atoms, where the effective charges are

introduced into the WKB expression for the energy so that it

becomes a good approximation for each orbital energy in

many-electron atoms. =n this叩Ode1, the sub-shell splitting

of orbital energies between n且and n九t is neglected. The
●

I

SH= orbital energy with a principal quantum number n for azi

atom has 七he form

En=E芸-
Q2ne2

2ao n2
' (15)

where EO is the energy-shift with outer screening, Qn is
n

the effective charge due to the inner screening and ao is

the Bohr radius. =n the WKB approximation, a shell is

expressed by a classical orbit wi七h 七he radius ど as
n

(16)

Qn depends on the electrqn population (pm‡ of the shells

inside rn･ whereas EO depends on (pm) of七he shells outside
n

r ･ This dependence of Qn and EO are represented with a
n

~

~~n n

linear approximation with respect to Pm as
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1

Qn = Z
-mE<nq(n,m) Pm一首o(A,A) Pn

1 e2 e2

f瑞=- -q(n,A)Pn+
∑ -

Pmq(m,n),
2 rn m>n rm

and

(17)

(18)

where 0(n,m) is the screening coefficient which describes

the screening of the n-th shell by the m-th shell electrons.

A set of screening coefficients (o(m.n) ) can be calculated

using the first-order perturbation theory for hydrogenic

wavefunc七土ons.

℡he S‡Ⅰェ model essentially deals wエセb a se七 of electron

populations of various shells (Pm) combined with screening

coefficients (o(m,n) ). =f'the thermal equilibrium is

assumed for a plasma, the average population (occupation)

number Pn may be written as

2n2
P皿=

exp[(En1- P)/kT]
+ 1

(19)

This model has also been applied to diagnostics of the

non-LTE plasmas such as the =CF one because the much

reduction of the calculation for such a complex system is

possible with this model.

2-e) Intermediate Models

The limitation of the DH model is that it can be

applied only to low-density and high-temperature plasmas,

whereas the =S model is a good approximation for

high-density and low-temperature ones. There are some models

which cover the intermediate plasma conditions, where both
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the DH and tbe エS models are not valid. Here′ 七he

Thomas-Fermi-ion-core (TF=C) model (Stwert and Pyatt 1966)

and the effective screening model (Singwi 1977,I Gupta and

Raja90pal 1979) are described.

2-e-i) TFZC Model

工n the ion-sphere (工S) model. each ion bas 七be ion

sphere which contains enough free electrons to maintain

charge neutrality in the sphere. However, the effect of the

position correlation between ions moving in various

positions is not contained in this model. The TF=C model

consists of the TF model for free electrons, the average

atom (AA) model for bound electrons and the

Maxwell-Bolt2:mann distribution for neighboring ions. The

total charge distribution p(ど) is expressed as a sum of the

charge distributions for bound electrons pb(r) ,
free

electrons Pf(r) and neighboring ions pi(r) in the following'

p(r) --pb(r)
+

pf(r) +pi(r) ;

where

l

pb(r)=石島

pf(r)皇 T㌻

pi(r)
≡

px)eXP

and

2(2&+ 1)

exp[(&nR
-

～)/kTe] + 1

p2 dP

IRA史(I)I2 ,

exp【(若-ev(r)
-

～)/kTe

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

The radial part of the wave function ql見(r)is obtained as a
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solution of the Schrodinger equation using the potential

V(r). The Poisson equation (3) and Eqs. (20)-(23) combined

with the Schr6dinger equation are solved iteratively until

七be self-consisten七 solution for P(ど) and V(ど) is ob七ained｡

This model has been used to explain the lowering of the

ioni2:ation potential in the intermediate region Of the
●

plasma conditions (s七wer七e七. al. 1966).

2-e-2) Effective Screening Model

The effective screening model deals with the effective

potential which is obtained through the density functional

approach for the formulation of the free-energy framework.

The effective screening potential (Gupta et. a1. 1979) is

expressed as

汀dqだ〕Veff(r,nc,Te) =
-

1 - (47re'L/q2)x(q,ne,Te)
'

where x(q'n'T) 'the
RPA Lindhard function, is given by

x(q,a,T)
≡

-2

r√p)≡

and

I器
d3p f(p+q)-fb)

(2qrl)3旦-iL2#2m

exp【(去-p)/kT]
･ 1

(24)

(25)

(26)

For q.+0 limit in Eq･ (24). V&f(r) reduces to the screened

Coulomb potential with the effective screening parameter

ち(ne'Te) in the followung form,
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veff(r,ne,Tcー→ VE(.) -空e-"ne,Te'･r
q-0

The parameter ち (ne'Te) also reduces to a constant

corresponding to the DH and the TF values for high

tempeL･ature and low temperature limits, respectively:

吉(ne,Te)-- - -- >払H
Te.+申

and

書(z7e,Te)ニー--→書TF
Te-I o

¢7)

(28)

(29)
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§3. STRUCTURE OF =ONS AND ATO班=C PROC~ESSES

=n this section, the density and temperature effects on

the structure of
.ions

and some atomic processes in hot,

dense plasmas are described.

3-a) Energy Levels

As the nuclear charge is fairly screened in the DH

potential, the values of the most screened potentials based

on the corresponding central-field model described in §2 as

a funci･:ion of r always lie between those cf the DH and the

4
1P

pure Coulomb potential･･g. The single-electron energies for
●

ions are obtained as solutions of the Schr岩dinger equation

with these potentials.

The shield of the nuclear charge leads to a short range

potential which allows only a fin土七e number of bound

states. This means that highly excited bound states (Rydberg

states) for a pure Coulombic potential dissolve into the

continuum sea of states in the system. This fact is known as

-continuum'lowering- or lpressure ionization. as a result

of the screening of the nuclear charge by free plasma

electrons. =n addition to the cont.inuum lowering of energy

levels, separation of the energy between neighboring state.･3

decreases as the screening of the nuclear charge increase.a.

A screened Coulomb potential yields the sub-shell splitting

of the energy levels belonging tO the n見 states for which
●

○･

azimuthal quantum nⅦnbers are different. The same type of

the splitting of energy levels is always observed in the

Hartree-Fock (HF) orbital energies of an isolated atom since

the HF potential is a non-coulombic potentia1･ー

Although the DH model is a good approximation for low

-14-



density and high temperature plasmas, it has been examined

over a wide range of the plasma占onditions by some authors

(Rogers et. a1. 1971, Roussel et. a1. 1974). The dependence

of the DH energy levels of lower-lying and higher-lying

states on the screening lengths (Rogers et. a1, 1971) is

showr. in Fig. i and 2, respectively. Characteristic

behaviors of the bound levels such as the continuum lowering

and the decrease of the spacing of energy levels mentioned

above are seen from these figures. =t is also seen that no

bound state′ as is expected. exists in the b土gh-density

limit.

3-b) Oscillator Strength and Photoabsorption cross section

The absorption oscillator strength f(b+ a) and the

spontaneous ernmision rate A(b+ a) are related to the opacity

and line strengths of the observed spectra. The oscillator

strength f(b+ a) is connected with the spontaneous emission

rate A(bナa) through the relation,

-+ m c3

f(bーa)-空聖堂l<bI,Ja>t2ニー- A(b-a) ,

3h 2e2 wba

(30)

where m is the electron mass, c is the velocity of light,
uba

is the transition frequency and <bf+rfa'is
the transitio.n

matrix element in the dipole approximation.

The f-value oL･ the A-value for bound-bound transitions

as a fuln_Ction of the density and temperature has been

calculated with the DH potential for hydrogenic systems

(Roussel et. a1. 1974, Weisheit et. a1. 1974, Shore 1975 and

H'ahne et. a1. 1982). They showed that the f-value or the

A-value for a transition decreases rapidly when the Debye

screening length becomes as small as a few times the
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critical screening length of the upper level. This i.s shown

in Fig. 3. Weisheit and Shore (1974) have ce.1culated the

oscillator s七rengths and photoabsorption cross sections for

the ls +np transition for all the bound and continuum states

using the DH model. The calculated results of them show

that 七he decrease and sudden drop of the fてValue at the

threshhold energy.

H8hne et. a1. (1982) re-examined the behavior of the

oscillator st}=ength for the bound-bound and bound-free

七ごanSi七ions and claimed 七he results of Weisheit and Shore.

namely, the drastic reduction of the oscillator strength at

threshhold, where the smooth connection of the f-value

between the bound-bound and bound-free transitions around

the threshhold was not observed. The conclusion of H6hne et.

al. is that the averaged oscillator strength given bv
●

■■

触(u) =史.=!士1fnqq'c'(dEq'd/dq')~1
lh-

- Eq･d - En史
(31)

should be used for a non-Coulombic potential such as the DH

one. since the application of 七be Coulomb result for the

differential oscillator strength df/dE to non-Coulombic

systems leads to an incorrect resutlt. The calculated

results of the averaged oscillator strengths On九(u) for the

DH potential by H6hen et. al. are shown in Fig. 4 together

with those for the pure Coulomb potential. =t is seen from

Fig･ 4 that the curve of on九(u) for the DH and the pure

Colllomb po七en七ials are very close to each other.

Characteristic behavior of the photoabsorption cross

section for a screened potential is the k2見+1 behavior near

-16-



the threshhold energy (Wigner 1948). Shore (1975) , however,

showed that since near-resonant wまvefunctions for energies
●

with a narrow interval between the DH and the pure Coulomb

七bresbholds have the enhanced ampl土七ude within the potential

well interior.the photoabsorp七ion cross section increases

●

in this region Of the photon energy. The same result has also

been obtained by H'ahne et. a1. (1982).

3-c) Shift of Spectral Lines

The shift of spectral lines has been calculated with

various a七om土c models for an em土ssive 土on in a plasma. As

ba£ been mentioned before,the energy difference be七ween 七be

states decreases as the screening of the nuclear charge by

free electrons increase.q. This means that the lines are

shifted toward the lower frequency side.七bat土s,七be red

shift. On the other hand, th.e the plasma polari2;ation shift

(PSS) theory (Griem 1974) which deals with the effective

charge of the ion using the perturbation theory gives the
●

blue shift for the resonance line of the hydrogenic helium

■

10n●

Skupsky (1980) has calculated the magnitude of the line

shift with the modified Thomas-Fermi-ion-core (TF=C) model

for the 2p+ 1s transition of a hydrogenic impurity neon in

deutrium and tritium plasma, where the charge distribution

of the bound elec七ron 土s obtained w土th 七he s七a七土s七土cal

average of the fols(2 and tゆ2pt2･ The calculated shifts of

the Lyman-α line for hydrogenic neon in the plasma are

compared with those using the DH, the =S and tAhe effective

screening models in Fig. 5. =n the low density limit,

Skupsky-s result shows 七he charac七eris七ic oscillation and

一王7-



the blue shift.However, in the high density limit, the line

shift with his model becomes the red shift which is the

same trend of the line shift as other models such as the Dri

one. This behavior of the li;･.e shift, namely, the blue shift

in the low density limit and the red shift in the high

density limit has been confirmed by the SCFAA calculation

(Ro2:Snyai 1975). =n Fig. 5, the calculated results with

different models (Cauble 1982, Gupta et. a1. 1981) are also

compared. Caublefs result is based on the plasma

polarization shift theory. while Gupta et. a1. used the

effective screening model. These calculations of the line

shift for hydrogenic neon in a hydrogen plasma give the red
■

shift with the intermediate values between that of Skupsky

and the DH value for all densities of the plasma considered.

Concerning the profile of spectral lines, there have

been proposed some methods otber七han the plasma

polari2:ation shift theory (Griem 1974) to calculate both the

shift and width of lines at the same time. The problems of

the broaden土･n9 0f 七he spectral lines are closely rela七ed 七o

opac土七y 土n hot. dense plasmas. Usin9 the per七urba七ion

expansion of the partition function for the multicomponent

plasmas, Nakayama et. a1. (1964) has derived a pseudo-

schr岩dinger equation containing the complex potential.

Yamamoto et. a1. (1980) have studied tile COmplex level shift

which incldes both the shift and width. with the quantum

scattering theory based on the impたC+. apprごⅩimation.

However′ it seems that problems ユie ip the application of

such method based or!. thp perturbation the〇ry to dense

plasmas.
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3-a) Free-Free Transition

Free-free transitions are important processes in

problems for the transport and loss of the radiation in

plasmas. Especially, the free-free photoabsorption plays an

important role in heating plasmas by laser.

The cross section cf for the free-free transition is

often expressed by 七be Gaun七 fac七or G as

G=o/qcl ,

where ocl
is the Kramers classical cross section'

qcl-芸α3旦一生2m Wohy

(32)

(33)

Here. α is the fine structure constant, wo is the energ･y of

the incident electron and v is the frequency of the photon

emitted. The general expression for G in the

non-relativistic Born approximation has been given by Grant
●

(1958).

The Gaunt factor can be obtained in an analytic form if

an analytic form such as the Yukawa-type function is

assumed for七he electron-ion potential土n the Born

approximation･ suppose the potential V(r) is constructed as a

superposition of the two Yukawa-type potentials, given by
I

■

V(I)=e
Z-Nb

e-f十㌣r]
, (34,

where Z is the nuclear charge, Nb is the average nuntber

of bound electrons and α and β are screening parameters, the

Gaunt factor G has the following analytic form,
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Gニg(qmax)
-

g(qmh) ,

where

q2 1
+ ÷史n(q2 +α2)

2(q2 +
α2)

2

2(q2 + β2)

Nb

(Z - Nb)

1
+

-Rn(q2 +β2
2

Rn(q4 + q2α2
+

q2β2十α2β2)

β2+α2 ー q2+β2

β2 -α2

'-一■

q2 +α2

(35)

(36)

qmax and qmin mean the maximum and minimum values of the

momentum transfer q, respectively.

Rozsnyai (1979) has derived Eq. (36) and calculated

the Gaunt factor averaged over the energy distribut･ion

of the free eleetrons in cecium plasmas at Te= loo eV and

i Rev.
usin古the potential in a form of Eq. (34) where the

parame七ers α and β were determined so 七hat 七he values o王

V(r) becomes the same as those of the SCFAA potential

a上 土wo chosen points of ど. H土s results show that the

Gaunt factor increases in Lhe high energy photon reglOn
●

and decreases in the soft photon region aS the
●

density becomes high･ When the density increasesl the

relative drop of the Gaunt factor toward the i--frequency

side of the photon energy is
observeq( since availab1母uPPer

states dp.crease.

Recently Lamoureux et･ a1･ (1982) have investigated the

-20-



free-free emission in a cesium plasma of the normal density

at kT=1 keV. They have calculated the Gaunt factor not only

in the Born approximation but also with the relativistic

partial wave expansion method using both the Thomas-Fermi

potential VTF and the SCFAA one VscFAA Obtained by RoヱSnYai

(1979) for this system. The calculated results at Wo=1 Rev

are shown in Fig' 6. The values of GB were obtained with the

EIwer七 ねc七or in 七he Coulomb Born approx土ma七ion.ェt is

noted七hat七he Born-EIwer七approximation for G 土s vdl土d 土n a

relatively wide range of 七he incident electron energies
■

comparing with the Born approxinlation･ GBscFAA denotes the

results obtained with the expression for the Gaunt factor in

Eq･ (35)･ GTF and GscFAA_ indicate the results based on the

relativistic partial wave expansion method for l軸and VscFAA

. respectively.
■

･t is seen from Fig･ 6 that values of
G:CFAA

are

smaller than those of GB. This indicates that the screening

of the nuclear chat.ge by electrons reduces the Gaunt

factor. The calculated results of GB in the Born
SCFn

approximation, however, are large compared with those of GscFAA

using the numerical partial wave method. although the

same SCFAA potential is used. This fact shows the
..'.nportahce

of the motbod of calculation rather tban七he po七ential土n

the calculation of the Gaunt factor.

3-e) Coll土s土on Processes Between an Electron and an 工on

When an ion with the nuclear charge Ze and N electrons

is immersed in a hot, dense plasma, the electronic

excita七土on process of 七be ion by七he collision of an

incomTning electron,
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e. Aq'+e. (Aq')*

q=Z-N

and

(37)

(38)

■

is ら-止ficantly affected by七he presence of the pos土七ive

and negative charges near the ion･ =n vacuumF the excitation

of an ion by electron impae七is七reated
as七he collision

Process Strongly influenced by the long range coulomb

potential between the electron and the ion･ =n a hydrogen

plasma′ we should take into account七he effect of七he

electrostatic potential due to electrons and protons.

ロsually some of these elec七rons move slower and others

faster, as compared with speed of the impact electron. Both

electrons and protons form the spherically asymmetric

po七en七土als for七be proコeCtile elect∫ons.

■

At presentT nO trial has been made for the estimation

cf the electronic excitation cross section which includes

such time dependent,
spherically asymmetric potential

effects･ only the approaches using the averaged spherically

symetric potential have been made for the excitation

Processes Of one-electron ion with the charge ze (Hatton,

Lane and Weisheit, 1981) and the same processes for z=10,
●

1｡e｡l

e + Ne9' → e 十(Ne9')* (39)

工n七be paper of Ea七ton e七･ al･ (1981), the electron-ion

interaction
was assumed to be the following fom of the

exponetially screened Coulornb potentia1=
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･(r7,r7,
-だ-

e

｢)
exp (-i)･, (40)

where D is the Debye-H註ckel screening length, glVen in Eq.
■

す +

(8)′ rl and r2 are the posi七土on vectors of the projec七土1e

electron and the bound electron. respectively. ℡わe cross

sections for the ls+2s and the ls+2p excitations have been

obtained. =n the relation between the collision strength n

and the incident kinetic energy E, the scaling relation of

z2E? and E/Z2 gives general schemes. The curves of the

collision strength for the ls+2s and the ls+2p excitation

processes are shown in Fig. 7 and 8 with various DZ

parameters, respectively. ℡he effec七of七he plasma

environment is to appreciably reduce cross sections 3uSt
■

above threshbold.

Davis and Blaha (1982) have also investjgated the same

excita七ion processes for a impurity neon as those examined

by Hatton et. al. (1981). They toc!{ an electrostatic

potenti.al of the charged particles Ze as

Ⅴ(r) = zer-1 - 47re【r- r12 (pb + pf+ pi)dr'

r'o,b十pf+pp)dr']
･

Thepositive charge distribution pi Was assumed to be

pi
≡

Pc. eXP(-eV(r)/kT)

-23-
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where V(I) is given in Eq･ (40) and p｡｡ is the average

charge density in plasma. The free electron density with

wavevector k+ is considered to be distributed in the Fermi

statistical law of Eq. (ll). By solving the two sets of the

Schra.dinger equations for the bound and the free electrons

self-consistently, the scattering lengths for excitation

processes of the ls+2s and the ls+2p were obtained. The

calculated collision strength at T =200 eV is also reduced
e

near 七he 七hreshhold.

3-f) Stopping Power

=n recent years there has been a growing interest in

●

the stopping Power in hot, dense plasma, since ion beams are

also be used･ as an =CF driver. Recently the stopping power
●

for some heavy ions in various cold target materials has

been measured by Bimbot et. a1. (1980) with the ion energies

up to 5 HeV/amu and by Hubert et. a1. (1980) with those

2.5-loo Hew/amu. Some of these results are quite different

from those df Northcliffe et. a1. (1970).

The dominant mechanism of the stopping power in a
●

plasma is the energy loss of the projectile ion through the
■

coll土s土on w土七h plasma elec七rons 土n 七he Debye sphere and the

excitation of plasmons out of the sphere.粥ehlhorn (1981)

and比eyer-ter-Vehn and Met2:her (1981) have extended the

standard theory of the stopping Power for cold materials by
●

Jackson (1962) to the partially ionized dense plasmas. The

total stoppln9 power S for a plasma can be expressed as a
●

sⅧ of the bound-electron Sb ∫
free-electron Sf and

plasma-ion si S七oppi叩pOWerS=

S=Sb十Sf十Si

-24-
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The stopping power Of the bound electrons Sb is written as

●

▲

Sb I Min. (SBethe,SLSS) + SnucI
, (44)

where Snucl denotes the nuclear stopping power･ The

notation of Min･ (sBethe ∫ SLSS ) in Eq･ (44) indicates

●

the smaller value between the stopping-Power formula of

Bethe SBethe LITld
the formula of Lindhard′ Scharff and

schiott (1963) SLSS･ SBethe accounts for both ionizations

and excitaions of the atomic electrons, whereas SLSS. Which

is derived by use of the imaginary Part Of the dielectric
■

function for the electron gas, calculates the electronic

● ●

stopping power for low-energy projectile ions. when a heavy

projectile ion with the very low incident energy passes
●

through the plasma of heavy elements, the slowdown of the

incident ion due 七o the elastic coulomb collisions w土七b 七he

plasma ions becomes slgn土f土can七.エn this case′ 七be nuclear
■

stopping power Snucl is not neglected as a small value

compared with the electronic stopping power. The differece
■

of the theory between Mehhm and Meyer-ter-Vehn et. a1.

lies in the use of different effective charge qeff Of the

proコeCtile ion appearing in SBethe･･ The stopping Power
●

●

increases in proportion to the square of qeff･ Using

Jackson' formula, Mehlhorn (1981) has also given the

●

formulae for the stopping Power Of free plasma electrons Sf

and of tile Plasma ions S･ i,1 the binary coil-i･sion theory･
1

Recen+,1y Mayニ･lard et. a1. (1982) have proposed a method

to calcl=1ate the electronic stopping Power fo1
■

●

nっnrelativis'ic charged particles in dense electron flt=ids

by llSing the exact random-･phase･-apprcxim乙tiっn (RPA)

-25
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dielectric function･ This approach implicitly
contains both

binary and collective processes･ Maynard et･ al･ have glVen
●

some numerical examples for the stopping Power Of very dense
●

electron fluidsy which is shown in Fig･ 9･ This figure

shows that the temperature effect is important for ions
with

a few Hey per nucleon around Te望∈F･ As is expected′ the

●

stopping Power is a decreasing function
of the temperature.

The theoretical stopping Powers Obtained as a scaled

●

lPu;m with respect to the atomic number of the prole.Ctile ion
■

and/or the plasma ions described
above are not compared

with exper土men七ye七.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Dependence of the energy levels on the screening

lengths for the six lowest-lying states (Rogers et.

al. 1970).

堅塁二三 Dependence of the energy levels o山the screening

lengths for some of the higher-lying states (Rogers

et. al. 1970).

堅竪_⊥阜Spontaneous-emission transition probabilities in the

dipole approximation for the Debye-H芯cke1 (DH)

potential is shown as a function of the DH screening

len9tb (Roussel et. al. 1974)･

Fiil⊥ヱAveraged oscillator strengths on九(u) for the Debye-

●●

Huckel po七en七土al for differen七values of D and R.

●●

respectively (Hohne et. a1. 1982): Crosses, o at

discrete lines,･ full curve,continuum. The

monotonically decreasing curves show the Coulomb

functi｡n

oCn冨ul(w)
･ Arrows denote the line positions

of the unscreened Coulomb potential. Note the

shifted zero for different parameters.

堅皐旦J Lyman-α line shift for neon impurity in a dense

plasma at kT=75.0 eV (Gupta et. a1. 1982). S-Skupsky

(1980) ; DH--1inearized Debye-Hucke1- (Skupsky 1980) ;

NLDH--non-linear Debye-f砧ckel- (Gupta et. a1.

1981); open circles-㌔ff
(G叩七a e七･ al･ 1981); solid

curve-cauble (1982).
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払-i Gaunt factors for cesium at i key temperature
and

1･9 g/cm3 density, as a function
of the fraction hv/wo

of incident energy radiated by the photon (wo=l kev)

(Lamoureux et･ al･ 1982)･ Dotted line (...): coulomb

Born
approximation result GB･･ dashed line (----) :

Born
approximation result G…cFAAfrorrL the SCFAA

potential VscFAA
Of Rozsnyai (1979)･･ solid line (-)

;
rela七土vistic partial wave expansion results

using the Thomas-Fermi
potential ∵Tf

E･ dash-dotted

line (-･-) = realti･Ⅴ土stic par七ia⊥ wave expansion

results using vscFAA･

Fiiu Total collision strengths z2n as a function
of

energy I/Z2 (in
a･u･) for the ls+2s transition for

screening lengths DZ=10, 20, 50, loo andわao (

(Hat七on et･ al･ 1981) ･ Results correspond土叩tO

screened target-state
energies for DZ=10 ao and 20

●

ao(-----) are above the respective unscreened

■

energies CurVeS･ CB= results for z=2 are also shown.

生む一旦Total collision strehgths z2n as a function
of

energy E/Z2 (in a･u･) for蚊e ls+2p transition for

screening lengths DZ=10, 20r 50( and
∞

ao (

(Hatton et･ al･ 1981) ･ Results correspond土叩tO

screened target-state
energies for DZ=10 ao (closed

circles) are above the respec七土ve unscreened

l

energies CurVeS･ CB=
results for z=2 are also shown.

Fig. 9 stopping power dE/dx (a･u･) at N
-1025/cm3ande

various temperatures (Maynard
et･a1. 1982).
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